THE WHITE ROOM

A discontinuous monument as a refuge for the voluntary prisoners of the inverted panopticon (Demonstratio per absurdum in the spirit of Superstudio)

0. A room for Superstudio could never be a private
chamber. Instead, it should be an urban, collective
space.

1. The aim of Superstudio’s Supersurface was to
create a world in which man would be liberated
from repressive forces, an ultimate freedom to
dedicate oneself to developing one’s mental and
physical faculties and human relations.

2. Today, we live in the sharing age; we voluntarily
make ever-increasing parts of our private lives
public through social media, and by exchanging
our privacy for ‘free’ services.

3. In addition, under the pretext of safety, governments have expanded their surveillance capabilities, and with new technological developments,
these capabilities are more powerful than ever.

4. Moreover, through the emergence of smart
technologies and pervasive digitalization of every
aspect of our lives, communication and society, we
unknowingly and/or involuntarily share even more
information about ourselves.

5. By running intelligent statistical algorithms on the
gathered big data, both governments and private
companies can extract knowledge, and even predictive knowledge about our private behaviour.

6. All this information is stored in large, anonymous
data centres: more and more aspects of our lives
are invisibly recorded, for all we know, indefinitely.

7. In short, our society is rapidly turning into an
inverted panopticon, where our every move is
watched and recorded forever. In such a world, true
freedom can no longer exist.

8. This age of sharing and permanent surveillance
fundamentally diffuses the distinction between
public and private;

9. We propose an architectural operation on the
mostly invisible layer of information gathering technologies that covers our cities; to create clearings,
stripped of all such technology.

10. Such a White Room can only be entered without
smart and/ or communications devices.

11. On ground level the skin of the White Room
permits entry at every point; one enters through a
gate which only opens after storing all devices in
a locker.

12. Several White Rooms spread throughout the city could offer a temporary refuge for citizens living in the inverted panopticon.

13. The skin enveloping the White Room performs several duties: it is mostly made of glass to permit light to enter the White Room, yet hides visitors from the gage of cameras by specially cut microlenses that create an anonymizing mosaic effect. A metallic coating renders the skin an effective Faraday cage, blocking all electromagnetic
signals both into and out of the White Room, while simultaneously lending the exterior an attractive yet mysterious golden shine.
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13. Inside the White Room visitors are liberated from data collecting technologies,
and can experience, for the duration of their stay, a regained freedom.

